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HOW TO REACH FEEM - Venice 
 
 
 
In Venice, FEEM has its headquarters at the Palazzo Querini Stampalia. This palace, located at a 
walking distance from Piazza San Marco, also houses the Querini Stampalia Foundation and its 
prestigious library. The address is the following: 
 
Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei 
Palazzo Querini Stampalia 
Campo Santa Maria Formosa 
Castello 5252 
I-30122 Venice 
Tel. +39 041.2711453 
Fax +39 041.2711461 
www.feem.it 
 
How to reach FEEM-Venice from the Marco Polo Venice Airport 
 
Venice Marco Polo Airport is approximately 14 Km from the Venice city Centre and is connected 
to the city by water bus, water taxi, road bus and road taxi. 
 
From the Marco Polo Venice Airport the easiest and cheapest way to reach the centre of Venice is 
taking the ALILAGUNA waterbus, a direct service between the Marco Polo Airport and the 
Venice centre. In order to get to the FEEM headquarters you can take either one of the following 
lines of the Alilaguna waterbus: 

1. BLU line getting off at San Zaccaria (journey time approx. 75 minutes, € 12, departure at 
6.10, 7.10, 8.10 then every hour from 8.45 to 21.45, then 23.10 and the last boat at 
0.10). 

2. RED line getting off at San Marco that is 5 minutes walking from San Zaccaria (journey 
time approx. 70 minutes, € 12, departure at every hour from 9.15 to 22.15). 

3. ORANGE line stopping at: Murano, F.ta Nove, Lido, S. Zaccaria and St. Mark’s Square. It 
runs from 6.10 to 00.10. 

4. GOLD line getting off at San Marco that is 5 minutes walking from San Zaccaria (journey 
time approx. 60 minutes, € 25, departure at every hour from 9.30 to 18.30). 

 
Further information about the Alilaguna waterbus is available at: www.alilaguna.com 
From San Zaccaria boat stop, turn into Calle Albanesi (on your left from Calle delle Rasse), walk 
to the end of the calle, where you will find Campo SS. Filippo e Giacomo. Once you arrive to the 
square, proceed in the same direction passing the pharmacy into Calle drio la Chiesa, and 
continue until the street ends. Turn left into Calle Corte Rotta. Continuing in the same direction, 
the calle becomes Ruga Giuffa. 
At the end of Ruga Giuffa, there is a small bridge which brings you to Campo Santa Maria 
Formosa. At the foot of the bridge you will see a church in front of you – the entrance to Palazzo 
Querini Stampalia is on your left-hand side. 
 

http://www.feem.it/
http://www.alilaguna.com/
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HOW TO REACH FEEM - Venice 
 
 
 
Otherwise, from the Marco Polo Venice Airport you can take the ACTV or ATVO road buses that 
end at Piazzale Roma (road taxi and bus terminal). 
 

ACTV road bus n° 5 (orange bus) to Piazzale Roma (road taxi and bus terminal) leaves from 
the platforms outside the arrival hall. The drive takes approx. 25 minutes and the one way tickets 
cost €2,00. Information about the timetable and prices is available in the ACTV web-site at 
www.actv.it 
 

ATVO road bus (blue bus) to Piazzale Roma (road taxi and bus terminal) leaves from the 
platforms outside the arrival hall. The drive takes approx. 20 minutes and the one way ticket cost 
€3,00 (luggage included). Information about the timetable and prices is available in the ATVO 
web-site at www.atvo.it 
 

Once you are at Piazzale Roma (Venice road taxi and bus terminal) please follow the instructions 
below* 
 
How to reach FEEM-Venice from the Treviso Canova Airport: 
 
Treviso Canova Airport is approximately 41 km from the Venice City Centre and is connected to 
the city by road taxi and bus. 
Road Bus: ATVO buses run between the airport and Piazzale Roma (Venice road taxi and bus 
terminal) and are in connection with departure and arrivals flights. The cost is € 6.00 for a one 
way ticket and € 10.00 for a return ticket, valid 7 days (luggage included). Tickets can be 
purchased at the ATVO ticket office in the arrival hall The journey time is approximately 1 hour 
and 10 minutes in good traffic conditions. For timetables and further information call 
+39.0422.315381 or visit the ATVO website at http://www.atvo.it/. 
Road Taxi: A road taxi from the airport to Piazzale Roma costs approximately € 70.00. Road 
taxis are available in front of the airport terminal. Treviso Canova Airport is approximately 41 Km 
from the Venice centre and is connected to the City by road taxi and bus. 
 
Once you are at Piazzale Roma (Venice road taxi and bus terminal) please follow the instructions 
below* 
  
* How to reach FEEM-Venice from Piazzale Roma (road taxi and bus terminal) and the 
Ferrovia (railway station) 
 
Take the vaporetto number 2 and get off at the Rialto stop. From Rialto walk to Campo S. 
Bartolomeo and turn left underneath the archway at Sotoportego de la Bissa (behind the statue 
of Goldoni). Continue along Calle della Bissa which changes name and becomes Salizada S. Lio. 
You will find a small supermarket on your left, turn left here into Calle del Mondo Novo which 
wil bring you to Campo Santa Maria Formosa.  
You will find the entrance to Palazzo Querini Stampalia on the right-hand side of the square, 
behind the Church. 
 

http://www.actv.it/
http://www.atvo.it/
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Map about how to reach the Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei (FEEM) 
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SAN ZACCARIA
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